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Consider a financial market consisting of N stocks. The time series of log-returrs calculated from
the daily closing prices of these N stocks are recorded for ? : 800 days and then standardized.
This means that, if z¿(f) denotes the standardized daily log-return of the i-th stock on day f,
then the temporal âvera,ge Fx¡=î¿:T-LDT=r"u(t) is zero for all i and the temporal va¡iance

o2,, =7¿ - (îu)2 is one for all i. After calculating the N x N cross-correlation matrix C, whose

entries are the correlation coefficients Cr,¡ calculated among all pairs of the N standardized time
series of h(t), the eigenvalues {Àr}L u.rrã th" corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors {r7¿}[, of
C are calculated. Let u¿,¿ denote the À-th entry of the eigenvector d¿.

It is found that the three largest eigenvalues are

Àr :40, \z:4, Às :2
and that the eigenvectors ,u-1 and u-2 corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues À1 and À2 have

b>0 forL(k<M
-b<0 forM</c<N

where 0 < M < N. The entries of all the other eigenvectors {d¿}[3 are found to be distributed
according to a standard normal distribution. r

Recalling that the matrix C admits the spectral decomposition

:NI

C: Ð \¿u¿,¡a¿,¡ç,

i:r

and that the orthonormality of the .lü eigenvectors {úu}L, meâns that their scalar products equal

ú¿.ú¿:Dl:r"?,r: L for all i and ú.ú¡ :\{=rue,xu¡,n: 0 for all i, j (with i + j), answer all
the following questions.

r Question L.
Knowing that a : 0.05, determine the number N of stocks traded in the ma¡ket. (Hi'nt: use the

norrnal'izati,on of fi . )

o Question 2.
Determine the value of b. (Hi,nt: use the nonnalizat'i,on of û2.)

o Question 3.
Determine the value of M. (Hi.nt: use the orthogonali.ty of fi and, õ2.)

o Question 4.
Determine the value of the maximum theoretical eigenvalue Àa predicted by Random Matrix The..

ory under the null hypothesis that the log-returns of the trl stocks are all independent of each other
and identically distributed.
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o Question 5.
Using the previous result and the decomposition C - ç(rmd'om) ¡ çkrouÐ + C(mørket) (which

separates the contributions of random, group, and market modes to the overall cross-correlation
respectively), compute the matrix ç(marteet).

o Question 6.
ComPute the matrix gb'*r).

;1,-, o Question 7.
I}¡J Compute the d,iagonal of the matrix ç(rønd'om), (Hi,nt: use the propert'ies of the di'agonal of C.)

4
o Question 8.
The empirical distribution (i.e. the normalized histogram) of the off-di,agor¿¿¿ entries of the matrix
¿(randm) is found to be symmetric around an average lalue of zero. If.the s.ymbol ¡! denotes the
averâ,ge of ¿lJ the N2 entries of a N x N matrix A, i.e. ¡! : N-2 D-1t Ðr-at A¿,¡, calculate the

values g(-"tket), g(srmo), a¡',d, C?*dm).

o Question 9.
Now let us project the matrix çkroun) to a network çkrmn) whose nodes represents the N stocks

a¡rd where a link between stocks i and j is established if and. only rt C9:o"e) > 0. Calculate the

number n of connected components, the degree /c¿ of each node i and the clustering coefficient q
of each node i in çkrour),

,. o Question 10.\i/ Similarly, let us project the matrix ç(røndon) to a network ç(røndom) whose nodes represents the
¡i N stocks and where a link between stocks i and j is established if and only íf C:'!-d*) > 0.

Calculate the (expected.) number tr of links, the (expected.) degree &¿ of each node i,'änd the (ex-

. pected) average ned,rest neighbour degree tcf;" of each nod.e ¿ i¡¡ çbroun).

o Question 11.
Now let us d.efine the total log-return over all stocks at time f as g(¿) = I[ ø¿(f). Calculate the

temporal average tts =9 : T-r DLtA(t) of y(t).

o Question L2.
Calculate the temporal variance "l =F - @)' "t 

g(t). (Hi,nt: calculate C from your answer to

Question I and rccall thøt, for standard,ized t'ime series like Íi(t), couørio'nces co'inc'ide with cottz-

lation coffici,ents.)

o Question L3.
It is found that the temporal autocorrelation of each of the lü stocks vanishes on a time scale

much faster than one d.ay, thus providing evidence that, for eachi,, the log-returns z¿(f) and z¿(t')
(with f I tt) are independent. Can the Central Limit Theorem be used to approximate the empir-

ical distribution P(y) of the values of g(t) over time, i.e. the normalized histogram of the values

(aQ), v(2),. . .,s(T))? whv?

r Question L4.
Assume the distribution P(g) defined above has power-law tails of the form P(A) o lC,l-3'5 fo.
la,rge lgl. Can it be a Levy-stable distribution? Why?

o Question 15.
Does the time series g(f) exhibit aggregational normality? Why?
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